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High up in the Bolivian Andes, indigenous
communities meet in the plaza of Macha and
take part in a ritual known as Tinku. The Tinku
fight is an ancestral ritual in which thousands
come together to fist fight. It also happens in
Ocuri, close to Macha, but there it is not as
violent. Indigenous people march to the plaza
wearing traditional 'monteras', leather helmets
that resemble those worn by Spanish
conquistadors, playing traditional tunes on
Andean panpipes. At dawn they charge into
the plaza with a war-like energy, dancing,
playing music, and preparing for battle. The
women form circles and sing as the men fight
it out. Any blood that spills on the ground is
seen as an offering to the earth in exchange for
a good harvest. Women also fight, but usually
not with the same intensity.
Tinku is a tradition that predates the arrival of
the Spanish. It is said to bring better crops in
the following year and release tension between
communities, who may be holding grudges
over stolen farm animals or land disputes.
Young men also fight to show their bravery
and perhaps secure a bride. Although the
fiesta has deep roots in the indigenous past, it

has been fused with Catholic belief. In the days
before the fights, rituals take place in the
isolated Andean communities. A large cross,
'Tata Wila Cruz', is wrapped in colourful
ponchos and propped up on patios. Sheep are
sacrificed as chicha, a traditional
pre-Columbian corn drink, is offered to the
cross. The people of the communities dance
and drink in honour of the cross.
On the day of the fight, people arrive to the
plaza holding the crosses, which often have
masks resembling Jesus mounted on top.
They throw offering of alcohol onto the church
walls as they prepare for the fight. At first they
fight one-on-one until the energy intensifies
and communities begin to fight in large groups.
Whips and fists are raised, some people fall to
the ground beneath the fighting mobs and
chaotic, large-scale battles break out. At this
point the police step in and break up fights to
prevent people being killed. The crowds then
scatter into the back streets until the energy
builds again and another fight erupts. Ritual
battles were more common in the Andes in the
past, but have been outlawed by the church
and the police. They now only exist in a few

isolated pueblos such as Macha and Ocuri
where the tradition is so ingrained in the
culture that it continues until today.
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Indigenous people make their way
through the mountains on their way to
a ceremony in the tiny community of
Villa Ventilla, near Macha. The
people of Macha and surrounding
communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
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Men drink and play music in a small
community near Macha. The people
of Macha and surrounding
communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
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Rain falls over agricultural fields near
Macha. The people of Macha and
surrounding communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
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A view of the town of Macha. The
people of Macha and surrounding
communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
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Musicians dressed in traditional
costumes walk toward Ocuri for the
tinku festival. The people of Ocuri
and surrounding communities carry
on the pre-Columbian tradition of
ritual fighting. The communities
gather on the plaza of Ocuri to fight
and dance in competition with each
other. The blood that is spilled is an
offering to Mother Earth. In return, the
people ask for rain and a good
harvest. This ritual is called tinku or
fiesta de la cruz since the cross is
also engaged in the festivities. The
cross is dressed up, given offerings
and brought from communities
around Ocuri to the church in town.
This syncretic festival melds pagan,
pre-christian rituals with Catholic
practice.
© Karla Gachet
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A leader stands amongst his
community as they prepare to enter
the plaza of Macha. The people of
Macha and surrounding communities
carry on the pre-Columbian tradition
of ritual fighting. The communities
gather on the plaza of Macha to fight
and dance in competition with each
other. The blood that is spilled is an
offering to Mother Earth. In return, the
people ask for rain and a good
harvest. This ritual is called tinku or
fiesta de la cruz since the cross is
also engaged in the festivities. The
cross is dressed up, given offerings
and brought from communities
around Macha to the church in town.
This syncretic festival melds pagan,
pre-christian rituals with Catholic
practice.
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Local people dressed in traditional
costumes prepare for the tinku
celebrations. The people of Ocuri
and surrounding communities carry
on the pre-Columbian tradition of
ritual fighting. The communities
gather on the plaza of Ocuri to fight
and dance in competition with each
other. The blood that is spilled is an
offering to Mother Earth. In return, the
people ask for rain and a good
harvest. This ritual is called tinku or
fiesta de la cruz since the cross is
also engaged in the festivities. The
cross is dressed up, given offerings
and brought from communities
around Ocuri to the church in town.
This syncretic festival melds pagan,
pre-christian rituals with Catholic
practice.
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Men try to wrestle an ox which is
being ritually slaughtered to the
ground. The sacrifice forms part of
the tinku celebration. The people of
Ocuri and surrounding communities
carry on the pre-Columbian tradition
of ritual fighting. The communities
gather on the plaza of Ocuri to fight
and dance in competition with each
other. The blood that is spilled is an
offering to Mother Earth. In return, the
people ask for rain and a good
harvest. This ritual is called tinku or
fiesta de la cruz since the cross is
also engaged in the festivities. The
cross is dressed up, given offerings
and brought from communities
around Ocuri to the church in town.
This syncretic festival melds pagan,
pre-christian rituals with Catholic
practice.
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A child with an orange hat stands
next to the carcasses of oxen
slaughtered for the tinku celebrations.
The people of Ocuri and surrounding
communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Ocuri to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Ocuri to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
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A sheep is sacrificed in honor of
Santa Cruz, or the Holy Cross, during
a ceremony in the tiny community of
Villa Ventilla, near Macha. The
people of Macha and surrounding
communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
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A man drinks chicha, a popular drink
in South America often made from
maize or fruit, in a small community
near Macha. The people of Macha
and surrounding communities carry
on the pre-Columbian tradition of
ritual fighting. The communities
gather on the plaza of Macha to fight
and dance in competition with each
other. The blood that is spilled is an
offering to Mother Earth. In return, the
people ask for rain and a good
harvest. This ritual is called tinku or
fiesta de la cruz since the cross is
also engaged in the festivities. The
cross is dressed up, given offerings
and brought from communities
around Macha to the church in town.
This syncretic festival melds pagan,
pre-christian rituals with Catholic
practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
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A woman walks across the central
plaza. The people of Ocuri and
surrounding communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Ocuri to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Ocuri to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
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A head of Jesus sits in an altar in the
church of Macha. The people of
Macha and surrounding communities
carry on the pre-Columbian tradition
of ritual fighting. The communities
gather on the plaza of Macha to fight
and dance in competition with each
other. The blood that is spilled is an
offering to Mother Earth. In return, the
people ask for rain and a good
harvest. This ritual is called tinku or
fiesta de la cruz since the cross is
also engaged in the festivities. The
cross is dressed up, given offerings
and brought from communities
around Macha to the church in town.
This syncretic festival melds pagan,
pre-christian rituals with Catholic
practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
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A man brings his Santa Cruz, or Holy
Cross, into the church of Macha
during the tinku festival. The people
of Macha and surrounding
communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
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People celebrate in a bar after the
tinku fights in Macha. The people of
Macha and surrounding communities
carry on the pre-Columbian tradition
of ritual fighting. The communities
gather on the plaza of Macha to fight
and dance in competition with each
other. The blood that is spilled is an
offering to Mother Earth. In return, the
people ask for rain and a good
harvest. This ritual is called tinku or
fiesta de la cruz since the cross is
also engaged in the festivities. The
cross is dressed up, given offerings
and brought from communities
around Macha to the church in town.
This syncretic festival melds pagan,
pre-christian rituals with Catholic
practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
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The community clears rocks off the
road in preparation for the Tinku
fiesta in Macha. The people of
Macha and surrounding communities
carry on the pre-Columbian tradition
of ritual fighting. The communities
gather on the plaza of Macha to fight
and dance in competition with each
other. The blood that is spilled is an
offering to Mother Earth. In return, the
people ask for rain and a good
harvest. This ritual is called tinku or
fiesta de la cruz since the cross is
also engaged in the festivities. The
cross is dressed up, given offerings
and brought from communities
around Macha to the church in town.
This syncretic festival melds pagan,
pre-christian rituals with Catholic
practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
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Senovio Suyo and his sons David, 6,
and Ariel, 4, stand in his bedroom
dressed in in traditional Tinku outfits
before the fights in Macha. The
people of Macha and surrounding
communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
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Julian Bautista Calle and Dorotea
Payse stand by their home in their
traditional outfits in the community of
Lipichaqui near Macha. The people
of Macha and surrounding
communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
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A sacrificed sheep is skinned and
disembowelled in honor of Santa
Cruz, or the Holy Cross, during a
ceremony in the tiny community of
Villa Ventilla, near Macha. The
people of Macha and surrounding
communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
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Teofilo Torres drinks chicha, a
traditional fermented maize drink, in
honor of Santa Cruz or the Holy
Cross in front of his house in a
ceremony in the tiny community of
Villa Ventilla, near Macha. The
people of Macha and surrounding
communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
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Men punch each other during the
ritual fighting in the plaza of Macha.
The people of Macha and
surrounding communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
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Men punch each other during the
ritual fighting in the plaza of Macha.
The people of Macha and
surrounding communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
Ref:IKA00916BOL
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People participate in ritual fighting in
the plaza of Macha. The people of
Macha and surrounding communities
carry on the pre-Columbian tradition
of ritual fighting. The communities
gather on the plaza of Macha to fight
and dance in competition with each
other. The blood that is spilled is an
offering to Mother Earth. In return, the
people ask for rain and a good
harvest. This ritual is called tinku or
fiesta de la cruz since the cross is
also engaged in the festivities. The
cross is dressed up, given offerings
and brought from communities
around Macha to the church in town.
This syncretic festival melds pagan,
pre-christian rituals with Catholic
practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
Ref:IKA00908BOL
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People participate in ritual fighting in
the plaza of Macha. The people of
Macha and surrounding communities
carry on the pre-Columbian tradition
of ritual fighting. The communities
gather on the plaza of Macha to fight
and dance in competition with each
other. The blood that is spilled is an
offering to Mother Earth. In return, the
people ask for rain and a good
harvest. This ritual is called tinku or
fiesta de la cruz since the cross is
also engaged in the festivities. The
cross is dressed up, given offerings
and brought from communities
around Macha to the church in town.
This syncretic festival melds pagan,
pre-christian rituals with Catholic
practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
Ref:IKA00909BOL
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People take a break from the ritual
fighting and attend mass in the
church of Macha during the tinku
festival. The people of Macha and
surrounding communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
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Men participate in ritual fighting in the
plaza of Macha. The people of
Macha and surrounding communities
carry on the pre-Columbian tradition
of ritual fighting. The communities
gather on the plaza of Macha to fight
and dance in competition with each
other. The blood that is spilled is an
offering to Mother Earth. In return, the
people ask for rain and a good
harvest. This ritual is called tinku or
fiesta de la cruz since the cross is
also engaged in the festivities. The
cross is dressed up, given offerings
and brought from communities
around Macha to the church in town.
This syncretic festival melds pagan,
pre-christian rituals with Catholic
practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
Ref:IKA00906BOL
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A woman gets knocked down during
the ritual fighting in the plaza of
Macha. The people of Macha and
surrounding communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
Ref:IKA00907BOL
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Two elderly men participate in the
ritual fighting in the plaza of Macha.
The people of Macha and
surrounding communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
Ref:IKA00899BOL
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Blood streams from the face of an
elderly fighter participating in the
ritual fighting in the plaza of Macha.
The people of Macha and
surrounding communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
Ref:IKA00901BOL
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A community prepares to enter the
plaza of Macha during the tinku
festival. The people of Macha and
surrounding communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
Ref:IKA00902BOL
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Two men punch each other during
the ritual fighting in the plaza of
Macha. The people of Macha and
surrounding communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
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Women participate in ritual fighting in
the plaza of Macha. The people of
Macha and surrounding communities
carry on the pre-Columbian tradition
of ritual fighting. The communities
gather on the plaza of Macha to fight
and dance in competition with each
other. The blood that is spilled is an
offering to Mother Earth. In return, the
people ask for rain and a good
harvest. This ritual is called tinku or
fiesta de la cruz since the cross is
also engaged in the festivities. The
cross is dressed up, given offerings
and brought from communities
around Macha to the church in town.
This syncretic festival melds pagan,
pre-christian rituals with Catholic
practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
Ref:IKA00894BOL
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A woman pulls her injured man away
during the ritual fighting in the plaza
of Macha. The people of Macha and
surrounding communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
Ref:IKA00896BOL
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A man in a baseball T shirt growls
during the ritual fighting in the plaza
of Macha. The people of Macha and
surrounding communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
Ref:IKA00897BOL
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A police man steps in during the ritual
fighting in the plaza of Macha. The
people of Macha and surrounding
communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
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A woman throws a shot of alcohol
onto the walls of the church as an
offering before the fights begin in
Macha. The people of Macha and
surrounding communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
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People participate in ritual fighting in
the plaza of Macha. The people of
Macha and surrounding communities
carry on the pre-Columbian tradition
of ritual fighting. The communities
gather on the plaza of Macha to fight
and dance in competition with each
other. The blood that is spilled is an
offering to Mother Earth. In return, the
people ask for rain and a good
harvest. This ritual is called tinku or
fiesta de la cruz since the cross is
also engaged in the festivities. The
cross is dressed up, given offerings
and brought from communities
around Macha to the church in town.
This syncretic festival melds pagan,
pre-christian rituals with Catholic
practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
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Two men punch each other during
the ritual fighting in the plaza of
Macha. The people of Macha and
surrounding communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
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Women stand next to drops of human
blood on a pavement in Macha during
the tinku festival. The people of
Macha and surrounding communities
carry on the pre-Columbian tradition
of ritual fighting. The communities
gather on the plaza of Macha to fight
and dance in competition with each
other. The blood that is spilled is an
offering to Mother Earth. In return, the
people ask for rain and a good
harvest. This ritual is called tinku or
fiesta de la cruz since the cross is
also engaged in the festivities. The
cross is dressed up, given offerings
and brought from communities
around Macha to the church in town.
This syncretic festival melds pagan,
pre-christian rituals with Catholic
practice.
© Ivan Kashinsky
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People walk down a back street in
Macha during the tinku festival. The
people of Macha and surrounding
communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
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Samuel Guzman, who has come back
to his home town for the fiestas,
watches people come down the road
in Macha. The people of Macha and
surrounding communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
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A dog runs through a small alleyway
in the town of Ocuri. The people of
Ocuri and surrounding communities
carry on the pre-Columbian tradition
of ritual fighting. The communities
gather on the plaza of Ocuri to fight
and dance in competition with each
other. The blood that is spilled is an
offering to Mother Earth. In return, the
people ask for rain and a good
harvest. This ritual is called tinku or
fiesta de la cruz since the cross is
also engaged in the festivities. The
cross is dressed up, given offerings
and brought from communities
around Ocuri to the church in town.
This syncretic festival melds pagan,
pre-christian rituals with Catholic
practice.
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A woman stands in front of a blue
door in Macha. The people of
Macha and surrounding communities
carry on the pre-Columbian tradition
of ritual fighting. The communities
gather on the plaza of Macha to fight
and dance in competition with each
other. The blood that is spilled is an
offering to Mother Earth. In return, the
people ask for rain and a good
harvest. This ritual is called tinku or
fiesta de la cruz since the cross is
also engaged in the festivities. The
cross is dressed up, given offerings
and brought from communities
around Macha to the church in town.
This syncretic festival melds pagan,
pre-christian rituals with Catholic
practice.
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A man sleeps on a table in a small
community near Macha. The people
of Macha and surrounding
communities carry on the
pre-Columbian tradition of ritual
fighting. The communities gather on
the plaza of Macha to fight and dance
in competition with each other. The
blood that is spilled is an offering to
Mother Earth. In return, the people
ask for rain and a good harvest. This
ritual is called tinku or fiesta de la cruz
since the cross is also engaged in the
festivities. The cross is dressed up,
given offerings and brought from
communities around Macha to the
church in town. This syncretic festival
melds pagan, pre-christian rituals
with Catholic practice.
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